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Message from Review Board
Farewell and Welcome
Since October 2012, the new Review Board as a
team contributes collective effort to recommend
articles which discuss and present the latest stateof-the-art techniques, systems and applications.
Regrettably, due to unexpected circumstances,
Dr. Xianbin Wang has to resign as the CoDirector. On behalf of the Board, I gratefully
thank Dr. Wang’s contribution and support. I
would also like to take this opportunity to
welcome Dr. Christian Timmerer and Dr. Weiyi
Zhang to join as Co-Directors of the Review
Board. Dr. Christian Timmerer has been a
member of the Review Board since its
establishment. His experience is an important
asset of the team. Dr. Zhang has been an editor
of the MMTC E-Letter Board before accepting
this post. His expertise will certainly help
advancing our Review Board activities.

New Initiatives from Interest Groups
As announced earlier by Dr. Kai Yang, ViceChair (Letter & Communications), MMTC
Interest Groups will actively participate in Rletter production by recommending distinguished
articles authored by IEEE/ACM Fellows. The
new R-letter will thus contain two types of
articles: distinguished and regular respectively.
The new format is expected to appear in the
March 2013 issue.

Highlight of This Issue
Over more than a decade, online videos have
been providing entertaining and educational
contents to Internet users, but at the same time
have unveiled many challenges to the
multimedia
communications
research
community. To deliver high quality scalable
videos on heterogeneous displays online, in
particular over wireless networks, is still an
ongoing research which involves the study of
various techniques, which include efficient video
streaming, coding standard and signal
interference handling. In this issue, we
recommend seven papers. While the first five
focus on online videos including virtual views
generation for multi-views video, the last two
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focus on the 3D media, i.e., 3D head animation
and online 3D content retrieval.
The first paper, published in the IEEE
Transactions on Multimedia, introduces a time
and space efficient Lasso framework to address
the issue of automatic analysis or indexing of
video contents on the Internet. The second
paper, in IEEE Transactions on Multimedia,
exploits the techniques to handle occluded
objects in synthesized views for 3D videos. The
third paper, from the IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia, proposes a congestion control
framework for real-time video streaming over
wireless ad-hoc networks, as opposed to the
traditional rate distortion optimization techniques.
The fourth paper, from IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia, investigates an energy-efficient
strategy for heterogeneous clients to transmit
scalable video over wireless multicast channels.
The fifth paper, published in the IEEE Journal
on Selected Areas in Communications, discusses
the advantage of using Femtocell networks to
address the interference problems in wireless
transmission and deliver good quality video
streaming. The sixth paper, from the IEEE
Transactions on Multimedia, reviews the
different methods including semantically-based
and geometrically-based techniques for 3D
object retrieval from online media databases.
The last paper, published in IEEE ICME 2011,
presents a complete pipeline for speech-driven
animation of generic 3D head models. The
proposed system is adaptable to any language.
I would like to thank all the authors, reviewers,
nominators, editors and others who contribute to
the release of this issue.
IEEE ComSoc MMTC R-Letter
Director,
Irene Cheng, University of Alberta, Canada
Email: locheng@ualberta.ca
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Distributed Video Concept Detection with Parallel Lasso
A short review for “Parallel Lasso for Large-Scale Video Concept Detection”
Edited by Jiang Zhu
B. Geng, Y. Li, D. Tao, M. Wang, Z. Zha and C. Xu, “Parallel Lasso for Large-Scale
Video Concept Detection”, IEEE trans. On Multimedia, Vol. 14, No. 1, pp. 55-65, Feb.
2012.
With the explosive multimedia contents,
especially the video contents, on the Internet,
content analysis or indexing becomes more and
more important. Manual labeling for each video
is of utterly high cost, if not impossible, due to
the enormous size of today’s video database.
Therefore, researchers have been actively
working on systems and algorithms to
automatically yet efficiently detect video
concepts such as object, people and event. Based
on multimedia signal processing and machine
learning technologies, a mapping function can be
constructed to infer high-level semantic concepts
from low-level video features, e.g., color, texture,
histogram, etc.
Common machine learning techniques for video
concept detection include support vector
machines [1], regularized least squares [2], and
logistic regression [3]. However, they may suffer
from scalability issue [4]. Data driven learning
approaches usually require a huge amount of
data to generalize proper mappings and the
learning complexity is in the order of superquadratic. On the other hand, combining a large
set of video features can boost the detector’s
performance; therefore, it is desirable to have
sparse learning technique to tackle highdimension as well as large-scale settings.
In this paper, the authors propose a novel
distributed video concept detection method, i.e.,
Plasso, to overcome the aforementioned
scalability and high-dimension issues. This
method, which is based on lasso[5], utilizes
parallel computing so that both time and space
complexities are significantly reduced. For a
dataset with n samples in a d-dimensional space,
the original lasso has time complexity
and
space complexity
, whereas Plasso has
and
respectively (h is the
reduced dimension from incomplete Cholesky
factorization and m is number of processors). A
kernel extension of Plasso is also developed with
time complexity
and space
complexity
.
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Generally, the optimization solution to lasso
problem is hard to parallelize.
Following
standard primal-dual interior point method
(IPM)[6], the authors identify two linear
equations to iteratively approach the optimum.
Directly applying the two linear equations
requires
space complexity and
time complexity to solve for the optimal
mapping functions, where d denotes feature
dimension. Such costs are still too high for
practical large-scale multimedia applications.
One of the bottlenecks is really on the data
covariance matrix
in the linear regression
equations, where
with
being a data sample padded with unitary
element. Similar to parallel SVM[28], the
authors adopt Parallel Incomplete Cheolesky
Factorization (PICF) to approximate the
covariance matrix, i.e.,
, by
selecting the h most pivotal vectors, wherein h is
determined according to
and
. This step reduces the complexity
from
and
to
and
,
respectively. Then, based on Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury (SMW) formula, explicit step update
equations (PIPM) are obtained, which can be
distributed across m different processors.
Complexity analysis shows that the new
Parallelized lasso method has overall time
complexity
and
space
complexity
. The communication
overhead for PICF and PIPM is
.
Kernel-based learning algorithms usually
outperform the corresponding linear algorithms.
So, a Kernel version Plasso is also developed in
the paper. Following the ideas in [7], the
optimization problem is reformulated which is
then tackled with PICF and PIPM. Instead of
distributing features of each sample to different
processors in the linear counterpart, the kernel
Plasso distributes samples to different processors.
Therefore, the time and space complexity for
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kernel Plasso is

and

respectively.
The proposed Plasso algorithm is evaluated on
both TRECVID-05 and TRECVID-07 datasets
with two performance metrics, average precision
and time consumed. SVM and PSVM are chosen
as comparison schemes. From the results, Plasso
achieves comparable detection performance to
that of SVM and perform slightly better than
PSVM. Interestingly, SVM performs better in
concepts “Car”, “Entertainment” and “Road”,
while Plasso is better in concepts “Crowd”,
“Weather”
and
“Urban”.
Overall,
the
performance degradation for Plasso is 1.35%
worse than SVM with full rank and is 5.16%
worse with reduced rank (h=0.3n). On the other
hand, SVM consumes significantly higher
compute time than Plasso whose compute time is
on par with PSVM. On average, the time saving
from Plasso is 76.1%. Other important
observations from the results are a) the speedup
of Plasso is almost linear w.r.t. the increment of
processor numbers; b) the speedup of Plasso is
super-linear w.r.t. the decrement of h; c) when
rank ratio is larger than 0.3, the performance
degradation is negligible.
With the advance of hardware technology,
processors and memories are becoming low cost.
Hundreds or thousands processors can be
clustered together and communicate with each
other through shared memory and I/O.
Distributed computing is well suited for solving
problems with increasing dimensions and scales
given that they can be decomposed into
(independent) sub problems. Learning with
distributed computing, or the so-called parallel
learning, is a hot research topic in machine
learning and data mining. Although this paper is
focusing on applying PICF and PIPM to video
concept detection, the methodology can be easily
extended to other scenarios that can be
formulated in the lasso framework.
Acknowledgement:
The R-Letter Editorial Board thanks Dr. Hao Hu
from Cisco Research, Cisco System Inc. for his
editorial support and Dr. Jun Zhao for nominating
this work.
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A New Approach for Handling Uncovered Areas in Synthesized Views for 3D Video
A short review for “Depth Image-based Rendering with Advanced Texture Synthesis Methods”
Edited by Lifeng Sun
Patrick Ndjiki-Nya, Martin ppel Dimitar Dosh ov, aricharan La shman, Philipp Mer le, arsten
M ller and Thomas Wiegand , Depth Image-based Rendering with Advanced Texture Synthesis
Methods,'' IEEE Transactions. on Multimedia, vol. 13, No.3 1, June. 2011.

The popularity of 3-D video applications is rapidly
growing as many stereo video products are currently
entering the mass market. Autostereoscopic multiview displays provide 3-D depth perception without
the need to wear additional glasses by showing many
different views of a scene from slightly different
viewpoints simultaneously. Nevertheless, only a
limited number of original views can be recorded,
stored and transmitted. Consequently, the need to
render additional virtual views arises, in order to
support autostereoscopic multi-view displays.

baseline rendering. Furthermore, most approaches
render the new images frame-by-frame, ignoring the
temporal correlation of the filled areas, and therefore
causing typical flickering artifacts in the virtual view.
In this paper, the authors present a new approach for
handling uncovered areas in synthesized views for 3D video. Hereby, a solution for one of the most
challenging problems in DIBR is presented. It is
shown that disocclusions, which occur especially in
extrapolated views with large baselines, can be
successfully reconstructed in a visually plausible and
temporally consistent manner. Therefore, statistical
dependencies between different pictures of a
sequence are taken into consideration via a
background (BG) sprite. Furthermore, a new robust
initialization procedure of the unknown image
regions, a novel photometric correction algorithm and
an enhanced texture synthesis approach are utilized in
the DIBR system.

Depth image-based rendering (DIBR) [1] is an
appropriate technology for synthesizing virtual
images at a slightly different view perspective, using
a textured image and its associated depth map (DM).
A critical problem is that regions occluded by
foreground (FG) objects in original views may
become visible in synthesized views. This is
particularly problematic in case of extrapolation
beyond the baseline of the original views, as there is
no additional information from another original
camera.

The proposed framework takes images and the
associated DMs of a 3-D video sequence as input.
Initially, the original view and the associated DMs
are warped to the virtual position. In a second step,
the disoccluded areas in the DM are filled with a new
method that clusters the spatial neighborhood of the
unknown samples to enable appropriate depth value
selection. This ensures a consistent recovery of the
uncovered areas in the DM. Additionally, an adaptive
threshold to discriminate BG from FG information is
computed
automatically
during
the
DM
reconstruction. Next, the holes in the current picture
are filled in from the BG sprite if image information
is available. In order to account for illumination
variations, the covariant cloning method [6] is
utilized to fit the BG sprite samples to the color
distribution in the relevant neighborhood of the
current picture.

In the literature, two basic options are described to
address the disocclusion problem. Either the missing
image regions are replaced by plausible color
information or the DM is preprocessed in a way that
no disocclusions appear in the rendered image. The
color filling approaches insert known background
(BG) samples into the disoccluded areas utilizing
interpolation methods [2], simple inpainting [3], linewise filling [4] or basic texture synthesis [5].
However, these methods tend to introduce blur into
the unknown areas or to suffer from severe artifacts
in the event of structured backgrounds and dominant
vertical edges. Depth pre-processing methods apply a
low-pass filter [1] to smoothen out large depth
gradients in the virtual view. Nevertheless, BG
textures and FG objects can be considerably distorted
by this approach. Another disadvantage of existing
solutions is that they support only small baselines for
rendering and yield very annoying artifacts for larger
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Furthermore, the remaining disocclusions in the
virtual frame are treated by first initializing the areas
from spatially adjacent original texture thus
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providing an estimate of the missing information. In
the next step, patch-based texture synthesis is used to
refine the initialized areas. The method proposed in
[7] is enhanced in two ways in this work to account
for the proposed DIBR scenario. First, the filling
priority is substantially improved and additionally
steered such that the synthesis starts from the BG
area towards the FG objects. Second, to ensure
smooth transitions between adjacent patches, an
efficient new post-processing method, based on
covariant cloning [6] is utilized. Finally, the BG
sprite is updated with BG and synthesized image
information.

References:
[1] C. Fehn et al., “Interactive 3-DTV-concepts and key
technologies,” IEEE Trans. on IEEE, vol. 94, no. 3,
pp. 524–538, 2006.
[2] S. Zinger et al., “Free-Viewpoint Depth Image Based
Rendering,” in Journal Visual Communication and
Image Representation, vol. 21, issues 5-6, pp. 533541, 2010.
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the Fast Marching Method,” in International Journal
of Graphic Tools, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 25-36, 2004.
[4] K. Müller et al., “View Synthesis for advanced 3D
Video Systems,“ in EURASIP Journal on Image and
Video Processing, vol. 2008, Article ID 438148, 11
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[5] X. Jiufei et al., “A New Virtual View Rendering
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Shenzhen, China, April 2010.
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2006.
[7] A. Criminisi et al., “Region Filling and Object
Removal by Exemplar-based Inpainting,” in IEEE
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Experimental results have shown that the presented
approach yields considerable subjective and objective
gains compared to state-of-the-art view synthesis
techniques.
However,
depth
estimation
inconsistencies especially at FG-BG transitions may
lead to degradation of the rendering results. The
examinations also showed that the lack of an
adequate perceptual measure for 3-D content
hampers a fully optimized configuration of the view
synthesis algorithm.
The authors’ primary contribution is to propose a new
hole filling approach for DIBR with advanced texture
synthesis methods. The algorithm works for large
baseline extensions with spatiotemporally consistent
rendering results. Disocclusions in each virtual view
are compensated using image information from a
causal picture neighborhood via a BG sprite.
Residual uncovered areas are initially coarsely
estimated and then refined using texture synthesis.

Lifeng Sun received the
B.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
System Engineering from
National University, of
Defense Technology China,
in
1995
and
2000,
respectively. He joined the
Department of Computer
Science and Technology,
Tsinghua University (THU),
Beijing, China, in 2001.
Currently, he is an Associate Professor in CST of THU,
Beijing, China. His research interests include video
streaming, 3D video processing and Social Media. He is a
Member of IEEE.
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Congestion Control for Low-Latency Video Streaming in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
A short review for “Low-Latency Video Streaming with Congestion Control in Mobile Ad- oc Networ s”
Edited by Xiaoli Chu
C. Greco, M. Cagnazzo and B. Pesquet-Popescu, "Low-Latency Video Streaming with
Congestion Control in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks,'' IEEE Transactions on Multimedia, vol.
14, no. 4, pp. 1337-1350, Aug. 2012.
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) are formed
of mobile devices connected by wireless links,
self-organised in a mesh topology [1]. This kind
of setup offers desirable properties – flexibility,
ease of deployment, robustness, etc. – that make
MANETs appealing in environments without a
pre-existing infrastructure.
One of the applications of major interest in adhoc networking is peer-to-peer video streaming.
Due to the inherently lossy nature of MANETs,
this challenge can be efficiently addressed using
schemes based on Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) [2].
In MDC, the source signal (e.g., an image, a
video clip, or an audio signal) is encoded in
independent streams, referred to as descriptions.
Each description can be decoded independently
from another, and each further description
improves the quality of the reconstructed signal.
When all descriptions are available, the highest
quality is attained. The price of this beneficial
property is paid in terms of a higher bit rate
needed to encode a video sequence for a given
quality.
Previous studies on content delivery over
MANETs showed that structured protocols, i.e.,
protocols that construct and maintain an overlay,
have a reduced delay and a better scalability if
compared to unstructured protocols, but their
performance degrades in more dynamic networks
[3]. To overcome the limits of structured
protocols in MANETs, the authors consider a
cross-layer approach, which has been pointed out
as a needed shift of perspective in protocol
design for wireless transmission [4].
In this spirit, the authors proposed A Broadcast
Content Delivery Protocol (ABCD) [5], a
protocol inherently designed for the MDC adhoc streaming case, exploiting the natural
broadcast property of the medium in a crosslayered fashion. ABCD performs well in terms
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of availability, robustness and scalability, and
presents a low and stable latency.
In this work, the authors propose a congestion
control framework for real-time multiple
description video multicast over wireless ad-hoc
networks based on the idea of congestiondistortion optimisation (CoDiO) – as opposed to
the traditional rate distortion optimisation used in
video streaming – which was introduced to
model the effects that self-inflicted network
congestion has on video quality [6]. The
congestion control framework is designed for
multi-tree overlays, consistent with the use of
MDC, in mobile ad-hoc environments with high
node density and stringent constraints on delay.
Namely, we introduced a dynamic adjustment of
the MAC layer transmission parameters,
optimised w.r.t. a congestion-distortion criterion.
The model for congestion and distortion takes
into account both the video stream coding
structure as well as the unavoidable redundancy
of the topology of the overlay network; it also
provides the MAC layer with video-coding
awareness, thus making it possible to perform an
optimisation of congestion and distortion. In
particular, for distortion estimation, the authors
introduced an efficient way to propagate
information about possible paths alternative to
the multi-tree overlay, in order to classify the
nodes in groups differently affected by the loss
of a packet. This information is formed by
refining precise but local information collected
by the single nodes, then aggregating it as the
information is propagated up-tree. The total
distortion is then estimated by weighting the
expected distortions of each group with the
estimated number of receiving nodes in each
group. This allows making a reliable prediction
on the consequences of sending a packet with a
particular retry limit, thus optimising video
transmission in a CoDiO sense. For the
congestion model, we consider the number of
packets that cannot be sent while the channel is
occupied by the currently transmitting node,
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times the duration of the transmission. This
number of packets corresponds to the length of a
virtual packet queue, distributed among the
current node and its neighbours. This model
differs from the assumption usually made in the
literature that all the neighbours of a node are
always willing to transmit at any time, and is
based on the knowledge of the neighbours’ state,
namely, the number of packets they have to send.
This framework can be integrated into any treebased video streaming protocol for MANETs to
improve its performance; we show here that, if
integrated into the ABCD protocol, both
congestion and distortion are optimised in dense
networks imposing a conversational pattern on
the video stream, attaining a significant reduction
of both average (over time and nodes) and
maximum end-to-end delay, maintaining a
delivery rate close to 100%. In terms of video
quality, the nodes of the network decode with a
high average PSNR, barely 0.24 dB below the
central decoding quality. Most of them actually
decode at central quality, and all of them at least
3 dB above the average side decoding quality.
The main challenge in this CoDiO framework is
the distributed estimation of both the network
topology, in order to capture the multiple paths
that a video packet may follow, and the channel
conditions, in order to estimate the effects on
end-to-end delay. This information is propagated
in an efficient and compact way through the
network, leading to significant improvements in
terms of both delay and objective video quality,
as demonstrated by the simulations.
Acknowledgement:
The R-Letter Editorial Board thanks Dr. Ing. Carl
James Debono for nominating this work.
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An Energy-Efficient Solution to Transmit Scalable Video over Wireless Networks
A short review for “Energy-efficient resource allocation and scheduling for multicast of scalable video
over wireless networ s”
Edited by Carl James Debono
S.-P. Chuah, Z. Chen, and Y.-P. Tan, "Energy-efficient resource allocation and
scheduling for multicast of scalable video over wireless networks," IEEE Transactions on
Multimedia, vol. 14, no. 4, August 2012.
Recent advances in wireless radio technology
and video coding techniques have enabled
pervasive and ubiquitous access to multimedia
contents via mobile devices. The different
display sizes and technologies used in these
devices demand transmission of scalable video
for better visual quality. Moreover, limited
bandwidths and resources in the wireless
environment require a reduction in data
transmission and energy-efficiency. Multicast is
a possible solution since it needs less bandwidth
compared to a number of unicasts. To allow its
use, efficient resource allocation and scheduling
are necessary for scalability.
Among the next generation wireless networking
techniques, wireless mesh networks [1] are a
popular research topic within the research
community. Wireless mesh networks are
characterized as self-organizing and selfconfiguring, whereby mesh routers in the
network automatically establish an ad hoc
network. These constitute the backbone of the
mesh network by acting as a gateway to the
clients which locate within mesh cells. The
major advantage of wireless mesh networking is
quick and dynamic deployment of network
coverage. In addition, the cost of such network
infrastructure is relatively low. However, the
network service of mesh networks is often besteffort with limited connectivity. In portable
routers, power availability is a limited resource.
On the other hand, the Scalable Video Coding
(SVC) extension of H.264/AVC [2] has been
recently finalized. This allows for partial
transmission and decoding of a video bitstream.
The decoded video has lower resolution, either
spatial or temporal resolution, or reduced
fidelity. SVC offers a good solution for video
streaming with heterogeneous clients whose
devices have capabilities with different
resolutions. For video transmission over wireless
channels, SVC enables robust transmission with
graceful degradation in the presence of error and
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loss. SVC deploys the layered coding technique
which results in unequal priority among video
data. The robust features of SVC can only be
fully demonstrated if a communication network
is media-aware in its streaming adaptation.
In their paper, the authors considered the
wireless multicast [3] of scalable video within a
mesh cell. Heterogeneous clients subscribe to
various video programs precoded in SVC with
different resolutions. The broadcast nature of the
wireless medium was exploited in delivering the
video data to multiple receivers by establishing
video multicast groups, to which the clients
joined according to their subscriptions. For
example, if two video programs are provided,
each having two resolutions: CIF 30fps and
QCIF 15fps respectively, there will be four
multicast groups. The authors considered the
video multicast service to be a best-effort service,
constrained by a limited energy budget and airtime. Subject to these limited network resources,
they optimize the multicast strategy of the mesh
router such that the video qualities of the
subscribing clients are maximized. The multicast
strategy here includes the Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) and transmission power.
Optimizing the multicast strategy for each
multicast group requires a reference wireless
channel. However, wireless multicast channel
features one-to-many where different clients
experience different channel fading and loss. The
authors select the worst channel condition among
subscribing clients as reference to ensure video
quality for all admitted clients. To determine the
worst channel condition, the probing protocol
proposed in [4] was adopted. To find this
channel, the mesh router begins by sending a
probing frame to all clients. Non-subscribing
clients ignore the frame and do nothing, whereas
subscribing clients initiate a random backoff
processes before replying. The backoffs are
randomly selected from the ranges depending on
their channel Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).
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Lower channel SNR corresponds to a lower
backoff range, and vice versa. As a result, clients
with lower channel SNR will have shorter
backoff period and the chance to reply earlier.
Similar probing is done for all multicast groups.
The resource allocation problem uses the
information from the worst channel conditions to
maximize the video utility of clients
experiencing these conditions subject to the
limited energy budget and air-time. This is a
mixed-integer programming problem whose
efficient solution is not readily available. The
authors demonstrated that the problem can be
reduced to binary-integer programming problem
which can be solved iteratively using the
dynamic programming approach [5]. To
determine the scheduling order among video
layers, the quality impact is computed as the
impact of a video layer with respect to the
highest resolution in an SVC bitstream. This
gives an indicator on how important a video
frame is in the SVC structure. Video frames with
higher impact are scheduled before others in the
iterative way. The authors showed that the
optimal solution can be obtained by searching
for the solution candidate which consumes the
least resources in each iteration.
The authors evaluate the performance of the
proposed solution framework using the network
simulator ns-2.33 and the SVC reference
software JSVM 9.8. IEEE 802.11g was deployed
as the wireless standard in the mesh cell. Their
simulation results indicate notable improvement
in average PSNR of clients under various levels
of energy and air-time constraints. In particular,
when the energy budget or air-time is severely
limited, the proposed quality impact scheduling
plays the crucial role in video quality gain. As
the energy budget or air-time is increased,
quality gains by the proposed resource allocation
in high resolution videos are more significant
since they need high bitrates and consume more
resource to transmit. Furthermore, simulations
confirm that the proposed methods work well for
various circumstances, such as multicast of
various video programs, video programs of
various resolutions, and various numbers of
subscribing clients. In addition to the video
quality improvement, the method allows for
fairness in ensuring video qualities among
various video programs. The variance in the
average PSNR is smaller than the reference.
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Multicast together with SVC are a promising
solution for improved visual quality for
heterogeneous devices. However, further work in
algorithms to control and maintain the fragile
wireless links is needed to keep uninterrupted
video transmission. Furthermore, cross-layer
solutions can help in increasing the mediaawareness within the network allowing for better
use of resources.
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Quality-Aware Video Streaming over Femtocell Networks
A short review for “On medium grain scalable video streaming over cognitive radio femtocellnetwor ”
Edited by Pradeep K. Atrey
D. Hu and S. Mao, "On Medium Grain Scalable Video Streaming over Femtocell
Cognitive Radio Networks,'' IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, vol. 30,
vo. 3, April 2012.
A Cisco study has predicted that the global
mobile data traffic will increase 26-fold between
2010 and 2015, and almost 66% of the mobile
data will be video related. “Smart-phone
revolution” is one of the main contributors to this
[1]. Such drastic growth and change in the
composition of wireless data have greatly stressed
the capacity of traditional wireless access
networks. Since the wireless networks use open
space as transmission medium, they are usually
limited by interference. This problem is
aggravated when mobile users move away from
the base station and a considerably larger transmit
power is needed to overcome attenuation. This
causes interference to other users and deteriorates
network capacity.

allocation, and video performance also need to be
considered [6, 7].

It has been recognized that Femtocell will be one
of the most important and effective technologies
for off-loading wireless data, by bringing
infrastructure closer to mobile users. A femtocell
is a small cellular network, with a femto base
station (FBS) connected to the owner’s
broadband wired network [2].
A critical
challenge in the design and deployment of
femtocell network is how to manage the
interference between macrocells and the
femtocell themselves. To this end, cognitive
radios (CR) represent an effective solution by
exploiting spectrum opportunities [3].

In the proposed approach, the authors addressed
the problem of resource allocation for medium
grain scalable videos over femtocell CR
networks. First the case of a single FBS is
examined, and then the more general case of
multiple non-interfering or interfering FBSs is
considered. The algorithm for the single and noninterfering FBS case is distributed one and
optimal, while the algorithm for the interfering
FBS case is a centralized one that can be
executed at the macro base station. In the case of
a single FBS, the authors applied dual
decomposition to develop a distributed algorithm
that can compute the optimal solution.
Furthermore, in the case of multiple noninterfering FBS’s, the authors showed that the
same distributed algorithm can be used to
compute optimal solutions. For multiple
interfering FBSs, a greedy algorithm that can
compute near-optimal solutions is developed and
a closed-form lower bound for its performance
based on an interference graph model is provided.
The key design issues and trade-offs have been
captured
with
a
multistage
stochastic
programming
problem
simulation.
The
performance evaluation is thorough and clearly
demonstrates the superior performance of the
proposed approach over two heuristic algorithms
and the method proposed in [8]. Also, it has been

The objective is the work by Hu and Mao is to
maximize the capacity of the femtocell CR
network to carry real-time video data, while
bounding the interference to primary users. This
has several challenges such as maintaining the
Quality of Service requirements of real-time
videos [4] and dealing with the new dimensions
of network dynamics (i.e., channel availability)
and uncertainties (i.e., spectrum sensing and
errors) found in CR networks [5]. Also, various
design factors that necessitates cross-layer
optimization, such as spectrum sensing and
errors, dynamic spectrum access, interference
modeling and primary user protection, channel
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Hu and Mao have addressed the core problem of
supporting video streaming in two-tier femtocell
networks, while incorporating CR as an effective
means for interference mitigation. Although the
high potential of cognitive femtocells has been
well recognized, video over cognitive femtocell
networks has not been much studies so far and
the Hu and Mao’s work is among the first ones
that addresses this important problem with a
systematic solution, and provides a refreshing
perspective on how robust multi-user video
streaming can be achieved in cognitive femtocell
networks.
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shown that this approach is able to efficiently
solve complex optimization problems involving
cross-layer interactions.
In summary, the finding of the paper throws new
light on the feasibility of cognitive femtocell
networks
in
supporting
quality-aware
transmission of real-time videos.
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Towards More Accurate Search and Retrieval of 3D Objects
A short review for “Investigating the Effects of Multiple Factors towards More Accurate 3-D Object
Retrieval”
Edited by Jun Zhou
Petros Daras, Apostolos Axenopoulos, Georgios Litos, “Investigating the Effects of Multiple
Factors towards More Accurate 3-D Object Retrieval”, IEEE Transactions on Multimedia,
vol. 14, no. 2, pages 374-388 , 2012.
The widespread availability of 3D models has
intensified the need for effective 3D contentsbased search through various online media
databases. 3D object retrieval methods
automatically extract low-level features (e.g.
shape) from 3D objects in order to retrieve
semantically similar objects. Starting from
simple, heuristic approaches that detect a few
generic geometric features in the surface or the
volume of a 3D model, 3D content-based search
has evolved over the years to include highly
complex algorithms that apply sophisticated
mathematics so as to detect fine discriminative
details and achieve the highest possible accuracy.
Recently though, it has become apparent that
further research towards investigating even more
complex algorithms can hardly improve the
performance of the state-of-the-art methods.
Therefore, much effort has been put into
combining existing 3D shape descriptors into
one unified similarity matching framework,
which has been proven to be much more
effective than using each descriptor separately
[1]. This paper investigates all those factors that
may affect the accuracy of 3D object retrieval
and proposes potential research directions in this
field.
The first step in a typical 3D object retrieval
procedure is preprocessing, in which the 3D
model is translated and scaled in order to lie
within a bounding sphere of radius 1. Rotation
normalization is also desired when a rotationdependent descriptor extraction method is used.
The most popular solution for rotation estimation
relies on Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
while several improvements have been
introduced, such as Continuous PCA (CPCA) [2]
and Rectilinearity-based rotation estimation [3].
In this paper, a Combined Pose Estimation
method (CPE) is introduced, which combines the
features of both CPCA and Rectilinearity to
achieve more accurate rotation normalization.
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The second step involves feature extraction,
where low-level descriptors are extracted from
the 3D object and uniquely represent its shape.
Existing 3D object descriptor extraction methods
can be classified into four main categories [4]:
histogram-based, transform-based, graph-based,
view-based and, finally, combinations of the
above. According to the results of the SHREC
2011 contest [1], 2D view-based methods have
achieved the highest performance. In this paper,
descriptors are extracted using three different
methods: the Compact Multi-View Descriptor
(CMVD) [4], the Spherical Trace Transform
(STT) [6] and the Depth Silhouette Radical
Extent descriptor (DSR) [8], which are viewbased, transform-based and a combination of
both view- and transform-based methods
respectively. The combination of the above
methods produces a descriptor vector of high
dimensionality. As the descriptor size increases,
search and retrieval in very large databases
become prohibitive, since similarity matching of
large descriptor vectors requires high response
time. In this paper, this problem has been
overcome using feature selection, which has
been widely used in pattern analysis in order to
select the most significant features of a given
descriptor. More specifically, Correlation-based
Feature Selection (CFS) [5] has been selected to
reduce the dimensionality of the descriptor
vector and improve the retrieval accuracy of the
descriptors.
Combination of different descriptors is usually
expressed as a weighted sum of their individual
dissimilarities. This involves the following
actions: i) find the best dissimilarity metric for
each descriptor and ii) determine the optimal
weights for the weighted sum. In this work, the
optimal dissimilarity metrics for each selected
descriptor have been experimentally found to be
the Squared L-1 distance for CMVD, the Xdistance for STT and the X2-distance for DSR.
The weights that determine the contribution of
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each descriptor are optimized using Particle
Swarm Optimization.
Moreover, manifold learning has been adopted to
improve the performance of the proposed 3D
object retrieval method. The use of manifold
learning is based on the concept that low-level
descriptors, in general, follow a nonlinear
manifold structure, which makes classical
Euclidean metrics inappropriate. By properly
unfolding this manifold structure, a more
representative feature space of lower dimension
is achieved. In the proposed framework, a
manifold learning technique based on Laplacian
Eigenmaps [7] is applied for non-linear
dimensionality reduction.
Several experiments have been conducted to
measure the impact of all factors described above
in 3D retrieval accuracy, from which it is proven
that all of them should be taken into account in
order to produce an accurate descriptor. In the
SHREC 2011 contest [1], the proposed 3D
retrieval framework was ranked first among the
most well-known 3D retrieval techniques. This
work is expected to provide a useful reference
for further research.
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Speech Driven Animation of Complex 3D Head Models
A short review for “Animation of Generic 3D ead Models driven by Speech”
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"Animation of Generic 3D Head Models driven by Speech", in Proceedings of IEEE
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Animation of virtual characters is playing an
increasingly important role due to the
widespread use of multimedia applications such
as computer games, online virtual characters,
video telephony, and other interactive humanmachine interfaces. Several approaches for facial
animation have been proposed in the literature
[1], where the animation can be data-driven (e.g.
by video, speech or text data), manually
controlled, or a combination of both. Usually, the
animation techniques require a tedious and time
consuming preparation of the head model to be
animated, in order to have control of the
animation by a reduced set of parameters.
For the particular case of speech-driven facial
animation, the animation is controlled by a set of
visual features estimated from speech, by means
of a trained audio-visual model. Among the main
approaches proposed for computing the facial
movements from a given speech input, the ones
based on rules, Vector Quantization, Neural
Networks, Nearest Neighbor, Gaussian Mixture
Models, and Hidden Markov Models, can be
mentioned. Regardless of the method employed
to model the audio-visual data and to compute
facial movements from speech, the different
approaches usually divide the training audiovisual data into classes. This clustering is
performed taking into account the acoustic data,
the visual data, or a combination of both. For
each cluster, an audio-visual model is trained
using the corresponding audio-visual data. The
first step in the synthesis stage is the
computation of the class that the novel audio
data belongs to. The trained audio-visual model
associated with the selected class is then used to
estimate the corresponding visual parameters. In
these approaches, the performance of the whole
system is directly affected by errors derived by
these classification procedures.
A complete pipeline for speech-driven animation
of generic 3D head models is proposed in this
paper. The proposed approach attempts to
simplify the annoying and time-consuming
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preparation of the head model to be animated,
and to avoid the prior segmentation or
classification of the audio-visual data, preventing
in this way the errors derived from these
classification procedures. The proposed system
allows the animation of complex head models in
a simple way, and since it makes use of raw
speech data (no phoneme (word) segmentation is
required), it is adaptable to any language.
This speech-driven animation system can be
divided in two main processing blocks, one
related to the audio-visual modeling, and the
other one related to the animation process.
In the audio-visual model training stage, audiovisual information is extracted from videos of a
real person, and then used to train a single
Audio-Visual Hidden Markov Model (AVHMM). Visual features are represented in terms
of a parameterized simple 3D face model,
namely Candide-3 [2], which can be adapted to
different real faces, and allows the representation
of facial movements with a small number of
parameters. In particular, the method proposed in
[3] is used to extract visual features related to
mouth movements during speech. As already
mentioned, the proposed training method does
not require prior classification of the audiovisual data. This has the advantage of avoiding
the errors introduced by these classification
procedures. Given the trained AV-HMM and a
novel speech signal, an extension of the method
described in [4], based on Hidden Markov Model
Inversion (HMMI), is proposed to estimate the
associated visual features.
The animation block takes as input the estimated
visual features to produce the animation of
arbitrary complex head models. This animation
procedure is based on the fact that the visual
features are the animation parameters of
Candide-3 model, i.e., these parameters directly
animate the Candide-3 model. The animation of
the complex head model is obtained by mapping
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and interpolating the movements of the simple
model to it. To perform this task, a semiautomatic registration procedure is presented in
this paper. Using a graphical interface, the user
has to place both models in approximately the
same position and orientation, and to adapt the
anatomy of the Candide-3 to the target head
model using 10 sliders. This adaptation
procedure takes only a couple of minutes and it
is sufficient to check head size/shape and
lips/nose correspondences. Once the complex
head model is adapted, it can be animated using
the input visual features. Although this work is
focused on speech-driven facial animation, it
must be noted that the proposed animation
method allows the animation of complex head
models from visual features extracted from
videos, i.e., it can be also used for video-driven
facial animation.
The animations generated by the proposed
system were perceptually evaluated in terms of
intelligibility of visual speech through perceptual
tests, carried out with a group of 20 individuals.
The perceptual quality of the animation proved
to be satisfactory, showing that the visual
information provided by the animated avatar
improves the recognition of speech in noisy
environments.
As a conclusion, this paper presents a complete
system for speech-driven animation of 3D head
models. Its performance has been assessed by a
very nice subjective experiment, which has
raised the importance of the avatar animation in
the recognition of speech by human observers.
Future works include the incorporation of new
audio features such as prosody information, and
additional visual features related to the
movements of other regions of the face, such as
eyebrows and cheeks.
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